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Abstract
We describe an open access online tool that provides statistical analysis, land use projections,
and model comparison at variable grid cell resolutions (grid cell size 1-60 arc-minutes) at a
global or sub-global level. The tool predicts patterns in land use at a grid cell level with
aggregate land use data and disaggregate land attribute data. The marginal impact of the
disaggregated land attribute data on land use can be computed and used for research and policy
analysis. Visualization features facilitate comparison across models, and the user has the option
of uploading his/her own data and/or estimation procedure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have advocated using high spatial resolution data measured at a grid cell level (hereafter
fine-scale data) to analyze patterns of land use, rather than using state/provincial or nationally aggregated
data (Auffhammer et al., 2013; Hendricks et al., 2014; Kyle et al., 2015). The advantage of using fine-scale
data is that such data captures heterogeneity that is germane to research and policy interests related to land
use patterns; for example, understanding the relationship between temperature and cropland allocation,
without restricting the unit of analysis to areas based on political boundaries. As a result, analyses based on
fine-scale data tend to provide better support and guidance to policymakers. Yet, despite these empirical
lessons, there are few sources of fine-scale cropland allocation data that cover a global or broad sub-global
areas, and the existing data are typically based on satellite imagery or data processing techniques that lack
transparency (Song et al. 2016). In an effort to provide an alternative, transparent source of fine-scale
cropland allocation data that covers a sub-global area, we introduce an online tool that generates land
allocation projections at various fine-scale resolutions for global or sub-global regions. These fine-scale
resolutions are referred to as “pixels”, and range from 1 arc-minute to 60 arc-minutes latitude/longitude in
size depending on user specification.
FLAT is a statistical-based tool that combines dependent variable data measured at an aggregate
level (e.g., state/provincial or national) with independent variable data measured at the pixel level to
produce estimates of the dependent variable at the pixel level (sometimes called downscaling). The
dependent variable can be scalar (for predicting intensity of a single land use) or vector-valued (for
predicting shares of alternative land uses). The structured parametric regression model also provides a
means of projecting the dependent variable to spatially out-of-sample pixels if observations of the
independent variables exist for those out-of-sample pixels but observations of the dependent variable at the
aggregate level do not. In addition to the pixel level land shares, FLAT also provides instructions on
calculating marginal effects of each independent variable on the pixel level land shares. FLAT also provides
visualization of the estimated land shares, and allows users to compare projections from alternative model
specifications. All details are provided in Song et al. (2016).
In our examples, the dependent variable is cropland allocation for corn, soybeans, and wheat
measured at a state/provincial level and predicted at the 5-arc minute pixel level, and the independent
variables are biophysical factors such as temperature, precipitation, and soil conditions, measured at the
pixel level. The marginal effects can be used, for example, to evaluate the impact of a one degree Celsius
increase in temperature on corn cropland allocation across North America, holding constant other variables
such as precipitation or soil conditions.
The estimated pixel level land shares and associated marginal effects can be directly downloaded
from FLAT and input into other models for any number of simulations or evaluations. These pixel level
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land shares are useful in many research and policy areas. They are essential for examining patterns of human
activity and development over time and the resulting impact on the ecological-environmental systems
(Newbold, 2015; Pongratz et al., 2011). They can also serve as inputs/components to crop models, general
circulation models, and integrated assessment models (Engström et al., 2016; Hertel and Lobell, 2014;
Nelson et al., 2014). By providing transparent estimates of pixel level land shares, FLAT enables and
supports global level studies for which land use/allocation is an integral part, promotes fine-scale global
analysis, and assists in further advancement in multidisciplinary research and policy development. One
potential use of FLAT is that it can be combined with the AgMIP tool (Villoria et al., 2016), which was
based on the Agricultural Model Intercomparison and Improvement Project, to assess changes in global
crop production under different climatic change scenarios.
Although our examples focus on fine-scale cropland allocation, FLAT is a general tool and is not
limited to modeling cropland allocation. FLAT is designed to estimate pixel-level shares for data of any
type such that the outcome variable(s) are measured at an aggregate level and the input variables are
measured at the pixel level. That is, the FLAT interface allows the user to downscale data of any type to
any desired pixel scale (from 1 to 60 arc-minutes).

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The FLAT user interface consists of three sections, corresponding to model setup and econometric
estimation, statistical/numerical results, and visualization (https://mygeohub.org/tools/flat). In addition, the
tool distinguishes between two types of datasets: the dataset for estimation and the dataset for land share
projections. It is possible for one dataset to be used for both estimation and projection, but this is not a
requirement. The tool is hosted by Purdue University’s MyGeoHUB cyberinfrastructure, which supports
geospatial modeling, data analysis, and visualization for researchers and educational communities across
disciplines. FLAT is free, open access, and can be accessed using any standard Internet browser. The user
can download all the default datasets and programming scripts in R (R Core Team, 2015) and GAMS
(GAMS Development Corporation, 2013) from the user interface at no charge.
The first section, shown in Figure 1, is for model setup and execution of the statistical model. The
user inputs a model name and chooses a dataset for estimation. The tool provides two default datasets: one
for maize (as a single crop), and the other one for maize, soybeans, and wheat (i.e., multiple crops
simultaneously). Both datasets cover aggregate areas (states and provinces) for North, Central and South
America. Alternatively, a user can choose to upload his/her own dataset, and a sample dataset specifying
the formatting requirements for uploaded data is provided in the “Instruction” window.
The user also defines the dataset for which to compute the land share projections. These projections
are computed using the estimated parameters from the statistical model that are obtained via the estimation
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dataset – that is, the estimated parameters are applied to the projection dataset to compute the projections.
A default projection dataset is provided for maize for the Americas; alternatively, the user can upload
his/her own projection dataset. Both the default estimation and projection datasets are downloadable by
clicking on the “Instruction” window. For the default datasets, the pixel size is set to 5 by 5 arc-minutes,
but the user can select any pixel size between 1 and 60 arc-minutes (at a 1 arc-minute interval).
Following dataset selection, the user specifies the number of dependent and independent variables;
for example, the number of crops and the number of biophysical factors. (Note that the number of dependent
and independent variables are fixed for the default datasets. If the user wishes to explore alternative models
based on this data, the datasets should be downloaded, modified, and uploaded as user datasets.) As a final
step, the user specifies whether to run the default statistical model or upload his/her own script. The tool
uses the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS Development Corporation, 2013), so any user
selecting to upload his/her own script must upload a GAMS script.
After all the model setup steps are completed, the user can run FLAT. FLAT first performs a check
for errors and discrepancies in the dataset(s) and input specifications to make sure that input data meet data
format requirements and there is no missing values. The status of each error check will be displayed in the
log window, with a warning or error message being reported if encountered. Once the model has passed all
necessary checks the GAMS script will run; the log window reports the estimation progress, and announces
completion when the GAMS script finishes.
Results from the model are displayed and available for download in the second section of FLAT
(see Figure 2). The tool displays the coefficient estimates and standard errors, and provides an option to
download the projected pixel level land shares and the covariance matrix for the parameter estimates.
Instructions and formulas for calculating marginal effects and odds ratios are available, which allows the
user to calculate these metrics. In addition, FLAT can store the results from multiple models, and the user
can conveniently choose among models to display and download the results.
The third section of FLAT is for visualization (see Figure 3). FLAT allows the user to display (map)
the results from saved estimation and projection results for multiple models. In addition, FLAT allows the
user to compare between two different models to directly see the differences in estimates between the two
models. The user selects one dependent variable (e.g., one particular crop), for which the land shares are
shown on the mapping area with a color scheme that reflects differences in share values. The default map
shows country, state/province, and county/district boundaries, and the user can further tailor the map to any
desired focus using a zoom-in function. Depending on the level to which the user enlarges the scale, roads,
airports, buildings, town, etc. will be shown on the map. When the “Compare” box is checked, comparisons
across

selected

models

are

displayed.

All

maps

are

downloadable

in

three

different

formats: .GeoTIFF, .PNG, and .JPG.
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3. CASE STUDY
To provide an example, we run the default maize model in FLAT. The default maize dataset
includes 196 states from 18 countries across North, Central, and South America. (For details on the selection
of variables and regions as well as the theoretical derivation of the estimation procedure, see Song et al.,
2016.) The default grid cell size is 5 by 5 arc-minutes, there is one dependent variable, and there are 27
independent variables. The results from the model are shown in Figure 4. The display window shows the
crop name, the names of the independent variables, the coefficient estimates, and the standard errors. The
estimated and projected cropland allocation fractions are available for download, and Figure 5 shows these
allocations on the map. As shown by the color variation, Iowa, Illinois and Indiana have the largest land
shares in maize. The northern parts of Iowa and Illinois have as high as 50 percent of the pixel land area in
maize.
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Figure 1. FLAT interface for model specification and data selection
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Figure 2. FLAT interface for model results display and downloading
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Figure 3. FLAT interface for results visualization
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Figure 4. Model results for the default maize model
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Figure 5. Visualization results for the default maize model
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